Dear Friends,

It was an honor to be elected chair of CIA’s board of directors in March 2012 and exciting to immerse myself in the college’s culture of creativity and innovation.

I succeeded Gary Johnson who announced in 2011 his intention to step down after eight years as board chair. During his tenure, Gary played a crucial role in shepherding a host of notable achievements including CIA’s move from a 5-year to a 4-year curriculum; a successful strategic planning process; the launching and progress of the campus unification project; preparing for and carrying out CIA’s first-ever major capital campaign; and the hiring of Grafton Nunes as CIA’s 10th president. We owe Gary an enormous debt of gratitude for his great dedication and strong and insightful leadership.

CIA students and faculty never stop exploring and challenging the boundaries of contemporary art. It’s been a joy for me to meet so many talented young people, see their marvelous creations, and hear them talk so enthusiastically about the ideas behind their work.

I hope this report gives you a sense of the energy and vitality of this important collegiate community.

Dr. Michael Schwartz
Chair, Board of Directors
As you’ll read in this report, the 2011–2012 academic year was productive and instructive, with a new board chair elected; students, faculty, and staff taking on ambitious projects; five Cuban artists sharing their ideas and artwork with us; a remarkable lineup of exhibitions in our Reinberger Galleries; and philanthropists embracing our plans for a unified campus.

In March, CIA’s board of directors elected Dr. Michael Schwartz to succeed Gary Johnson as board chair. Mike, who served as president of both Kent State University (1982–1991) and Cleveland State University (2001–2009), brings to CIA tremendous insight, honed over the course of a 40-year career in higher education. He also brings a genuine appreciation for the creative learning that goes on at CIA.

Last fall we launched the Digital Canvas Initiative, becoming a pioneer among colleges of art and design by integrating the iPad into our curriculum. Incoming freshmen now receive iPads, which have become valuable tools for collaborative learning and teaching the creative thinking and making process.

Our faculty continued to excel in their fields. Assistant Professor Sarah Kabot survived eight episodes on the fiercely competitive nationally broadcast reality television show, “Work of Art: The Next Great Artist.” Associate Professor Kasumi had her videoart and experimental films screened at festivals the world over. Professor Brent Kee Young was honored with a Judson Smart Living Award. Assistant Professor Barry Underwood had work shown and published internationally and is included in the opening exhibition at the new MOCA Cleveland. And our beloved Professor Franny Taft retired, after an extraordinary 60-year career at CIA.

Our campus modernization and unification project won the support of the Gund Foundation and family in the form of an additional $5 million commitment, announced last November, bringing their total pledge to $10 million. Our project also won the praise of University Circle Incorporated which honored CIA with its “Building the Circle” award. In July, just days after the close of the fiscal year about which we are reporting, philanthropist Peter B. Lewis announced a $5 million commitment to our campus project. Mr. Lewis was impressed by the vision and cooperation that are enabling the Uptown development to progress just beyond our Euclid Avenue doorstep. Our new Gund Building, with its Peter Lewis Theater, will be a wonderful addition to Uptown. We will begin construction in the year ahead.

We mourn the passing of our talented student, Brandon Cartelone; our beloved friend and colleague, Professor Charles Bergengren; and our distinguished alumni, including legendary car designer Joe Oros ’39 and metal designer/artist Melvin Rose ’40. They were loved and they will be missed.

Finally, we began celebrating CIA’s 130 years of creative influence during 2011–12, with three public lectures and two Link articles by visiting scholar Mark Bassett. His research taught us about the early women and African American pioneers at the college. November 13, 2012 marks the 130th anniversary of the signing of our articles of incorporation. Here’s to the next 130 years!
The Cuba Project

Thanks to a Creative Fusion grant from the Cleveland Foundation, CIA hosted five Cuban artists in residence during the 2011–2012 school year, offering students and hundreds of Northeast Ohio residents access to new art and new perspectives.

Under the direction of Associate Professors David Hart and Lane Cooper, The Cuba Project included a curated exhibition at the Museum of Contemporary Art Cleveland; two symposia and three open studio events at CIA; artist talks at CIA, Kent State University, Cleveland Clinic, a majority-Latino Cleveland high school, SPACES gallery, and other community venues; workshops for school children; critiques of CIA student work; and an exhibition of artwork created by the artists during their residencies.

In residence were Alejandro Aguilera, Alex Hernández, Osmeivy Ortega, and the collaborative team of Meira Marrero and José Ángel Toirac.

“The artists were talented, engaging and generous in their exchange of ideas and techniques with CIA’s community and Cleveland’s culture,” said CIA President Grafton Nunes. He credited Hart and Cooper with going above and beyond to ensure the project’s success and added, “We are especially grateful to the Cleveland Foundation and Kathleen Cerveny for encouraging and enabling us to host these international artists.”

Cerveny, a 1969 graduate of CIA, is the foundation’s director of institutional learning and arts initiatives and the driving force behind Creative Fusion. She provided guidance throughout the grant application process and attended every Cuba Project event at CIA.

“Creative Fusion makes Cleveland a more cosmopolitan place. We look forward to hosting another international artist next year through this unique cultural exchange initiative,” Nunes said.

For more information on the artists who visited CIA see bit.ly/qnulQX or Cerveny’s blog at artsandcultureblog.clevelandfoundation.org.
CIA presented a record 16 exhibitions during 2011–2012, showing more than 3,000 art objects, installations, and media works; and drawing between 15,000 and 20,000 people for openings, artists’ talks, gallery tours, and self-guided visits. As with all public programming at CIA, the exhibitions were supported by Cuyahoga Arts and Culture.

Two companion shows, Robert Mangold: Continuity and Discontinuity (below right); and Julian Stanczak and Ed Mieczkowski: Boundary Formations and the Tease of the Familiar, were presented under the banner Masters of Abstraction. Steven Litt, art critic for The Plain Dealer, wrote of his visit to the shows, “It’s a moment to let your chest fill with pride over Cleveland’s impact on American culture.” The exhibitions of work by these three distinguished alumni were curated by Bruce Checefsky, director of CIA’s Reinberger Galleries, and made possible through the support of Dealer Tire, with additional funding from The Hale Group at Morgan Stanley Smith Barney. Reinberger Galleries commissioned contemporary artist Dave Cole to transform a 13-ton asphalt compactor into a music box that wowed the crowd on opening night last March by playing “The Star Spangled Banner.” Ohio CAT President Ken Taylor was so excited about the concept that he had his company donate the compactor and transport it to and from Cole’s Rhode Island studio. Cole was the Louis D. Kacalieff Visiting Artist and Scholar for Spring Semester 2012, conducting studio visits with students and making public appearances on behalf of CIA. His sculpture opened at Dodge Gallery in Manhattan this fall and will travel nationally, carrying the CIA name.

Faculty Emerita Barbara Stanczak ’90 featured 41 gracefully sculpted objects in stone, wood, glass and plastic in her solo show, Form + Response (below left). Since retiring from more than 30 years of teaching at CIA, she has maintained an active studio practice.

Other shows, some of which were mounted in new exhibition space in CIA’s McCullough building, included printmaking, fiber art, works by five Cuban artists in residence, sections of the national AIDS Memorial Quilt, and the Bachelor of Fine Arts Thesis Exhibitions presented by 2012’s graduating seniors. With some 1,800 objects of art and design on view, the BFA show was “easily the most comprehensive visual art event of the year in Northern Ohio,” according to Checefsky.
CIA Bestows its Most Prestigious Awards

The Cleveland Institute of Art honored an accomplished architect, a devoted librarian, and three much-loved professors with awards bestowed during the 2011–2012 school year. No award was more timely than the Viktor Schreckengost Teaching Award conferred upon Professor Charles Bergengren at commencement in May, eight weeks before his sudden death.

Schreckengost Awards

Named for the late artist, industrial designer, and 1929 graduate, the Schreckengost award is presented annually to current and/or former faculty members in recognition of teaching excellence at CIA over a period of at least 10 years. Bergengren, who began at CIA in 1991, taught liberal arts courses including “Folk Art, Minority Art, Outsider Art,” and “American (Vernacular) Architecture.” A Cinematheque regular, he also taught various courses in avant garde film.

Upon receiving the Schreckengost award, Bergengren delivered a passionate address to the graduating class, urging them to “read something irrelevant every day… have a blast exploring the world, and make art that will blast us out of the water.” He was nominated by former students, one of whom credited him with, “instilling in me his passion for finding the unknown, hidden stories behind everything that surrounds us.” His acceptance speech (and final lecture) may be viewed at bit.ly/U0P13F.

The Schreckengost award was bestowed posthumously on former faculty members and painting grads Francis J. Meyers ’51 and Joseph P. Jankowski ’49.

After his military service, which included two years as a prisoner of war, Meyers earned his BFA and went on to teach figure drawing to first-year CIA students for four decades. From 1978 until his retirement in 1991, he chaired the Department of Drawing and Medical Illustration. He is remembered by former students and colleagues as a man of “warmth, dedication, patience and good humor.”

Jankowski spent three years in a Michigan seminary before enrolling at CIA in 1940. His studies were interrupted by a stint in the Air Force, but he earned his BFA and returned to CIA in 1956 to spend more than three decades teaching painting and helping thousands of students develop their own gifts. Said one former student, “Mr. Jankowski was one of the kindest people and most solid instructors I ever had.”
**Medals for Excellence**

In November, librarian Cristine Rom and architect Peter van Dijk received CIA's Medal for Excellence at a gathering of the college’s top supporters. The medal recognizes those who have made significant contributions to the arts through their own artistic pursuits or though their exceptional service or philanthropy.

Rom joined the staff of CIA’s Library in 1981 and became director in 1984. She started the library’s renowned artists’ books collection of 1,500 works. Under her watch, the library entered the digital age, allowing access to millions of materials through online catalog systems, and established its Contemporary Artist Index, a Web resource indexing more than 29,000 artists in more than 1,600 exhibition catalogs.

Rom has been both a juror and an editor, has presented numerous public talks, and is widely published on alternative publications. CIA students, faculty, and staff know her as a responsive, proficient, resourceful, professional who deftly handles multiple requests for information and resources.

van Dijk is an award-winning architect and historical preservationist who has designed numerous landmarks and worked to preserve many others in Cleveland and beyond. His design portfolio includes the outdoor music pavilion at Blossom Music Center, and major medical facilities in Ohio and West Virginia. His preservation projects include the Huntington Bank building and the theaters in Cleveland’s Playhouse Square.

Having earned a master’s degree in architecture from Massachusetts Institute of Technology, van Dijk spent a year in Rome on a Fulbright Fellowship, served in the U.S. Army, and was a designer with Eero Saarinen before moving to Cleveland and making his career with the firm that would become van Dijk, Westlake, Reed, Leskosky. In two stints on CIA’s board of directors, he has served a combined 31 years.


Above: Cristine Rom and Peter van Dijk.
Building Momentum
CIA’s capital campaign gained steam with landmark gifts

The 2011–2012 fiscal year was a watershed year for the capital campaign to fund CIA’s campus modernization and unification project. In November, the George Gund Foundation and the children of the late George Gund II made a combined $5 million commitment to Framing Our Future: The Campaign for a New College of Art and Design. That was in addition to $5 million previously contributed by the foundation and family, for a total Gund commitment of $10 million.

“...This additional support is such a validation from the foundation and the family; it’s also a statement about the importance of the Cleveland Institute of Art to art and design in America,” said CIA President Grafton Nunes. “We are enormously grateful.”

Phase I of the campus project, the major renovation of the Joseph McCullough Center for the Visual Arts, is complete. Phase II will be construction of a 91,000-square-foot building immediately west of and fully connected to the McCullough building. In recognition of the generosity of the Gund family and foundation, the new building will be named for George Gund II (1888–1966), who served as CIA board president from 1942–1966.

CIA continues to fundraise to assure completion of all elements of its campus unification project (including costs related to the moving of functions and equipment from the existing Gund Building on East Boulevard to the McCullough building site on Euclid Avenue) and to bolster the college’s endowment. Nunes anticipates a ground breaking in early 2013.

Days after the June 30 close of the 2011–2012 fiscal year covered in this annual report, Peter B. Lewis, chairman of Progressive Corporation, made a $5 million commitment to support construction of the new building. “We’re thrilled to receive Mr. Lewis’s wonderful gift. Not only does it represent a strong endorsement of our vision for a unified campus from this nationally prominent philanthropist with deep Cleveland roots, but it acknowledges the efforts of our University Circle neighbors in developing the Uptown project into a national model of culture and commerce,” Nunes said.

Uptown is the complex of rental residences, restaurants, and retail anchored at one end by the new MOCA Cleveland and at the other end by the McCullough building. Mr. Lewis’s commitment represented his largest contribution to a Cleveland institution in more than a decade and is the largest donation from an individual to CIA in the college’s 130-year history. In recognition of this gift, CIA will name the auditorium in the new building The Peter B. Lewis Theater.
Opposite top: George Gund II.
Opposite bottom: Peter B. Lewis.

Above: Students enjoy Uptown, taking shape just outside the McCullough building and the site of the future Gund Building.
2011–2012 Highlights in Pictures

BREATHE DEEPLY – Ryan McDaniel ’13 created the installation “Anxiety” for the 66th Student Independent Exhibition and won The Sculpture Center Award for Outstanding Sculpture.

SAY CHEESE – CIA became one of the first colleges of art and design to integrate iPads into its Foundation curriculum as tools for teaching the creative learning and making process. Read more at bit.ly/Qup8tu.

130 YEARS – In celebration of 130 years of creative influence since its founding in 1882, CIA presented Link articles and public lectures by visiting scholar Mark Bassett, including articles about Charles Sallée ’36 (left), the college’s first African American graduate. cia.edu/history.
DEDICATED TO LEARNING – In January, CIA dedicated its new, high-tech “Jack, Joseph and Morton Mandel Screening Room,” in recognition of the Mandel brothers’ generous support of CIA’s capital campaign.

DREAMS CAME TRUE – Graduating seniors XinXin Liu, Michaela Lynch, Kaetlyn McCafferty, David Pickett, Stephen Buehrer, and Martinez Garcias were jubilant upon receiving their President’s Traveling Scholarships from President Nunes at the conclusion of the BFA Thesis Exhibition in May.

ON A ROLL – Reinberger Galleries commissioned contemporary artist Dave Cole to create “The Music Box.” See gallery story on page 3.
In Love with Art

Estate provision allows Wiesenbergers to make an investment in CIA’s future

Trudy and Steven Wiesenberger loved art and design even before they met and their love has only grown since. “The love of visual art, the love of design, the love of fine craft, it’s very much a part of who we are as individuals and as a couple,” said Trudy. “It’s our passion.”

The Wiesenbergers have made an estate provision in support of CIA reflecting that shared passion.

Trudy began her career as a teacher in the education department of the Cleveland Museum of Art and later founded the exceptional art collection at the many facilities of University Hospitals of Cleveland. She curated the UH collection for 23 years, acquiring works that patients would find uplifting and engaging. By the time she retired from the hospital in 2011, the collection included more than 2,000 pieces in a variety of media, many created by CIA faculty and alumni, some pieces purchased through CIA student art competitions she organized.

Trudy was recognized for this commitment to the hospital and its patients with a 2010 Martha Joseph Prize for Distinguished Service to the Arts from the Cleveland Arts Prize.

Steven has a special interest in industrial design. “From a fairly early age I recognized that things can be designed poorly or they can be designed well and I came to appreciate well-designed furniture, cars and other objects. One of the attributes of industrial design that interested me was the fact that it involved function,” he said.

It’s no wonder the Wiesenbergers gravitated toward the Cleveland Institute of Art. A collage artist, Trudy took several continuing education courses at CIA over the years and served on CIA’s Board of Directors from 1998 until 2007. Steven enjoyed coming to annual exhibitions of work by faculty and graduating seniors.

Together they’ve generously supported CIA’s Annual Fund and the capital campaign that is funding the modernization and unification of the CIA campus.

As they thought about their estate plans, CIA was a natural choice. “I think it’s simple,” added Steven. “We believe in the visual arts and we believe in education; we believe in assisting in the development of future visual artists. It’s all about the future; what we are doing is investing in the future.”

The other consideration, Steven noted, is that in the current difficult economy, arts education is threatened. “We observed what was happening and we knew that in CIA, we had a good school in our back yard that deserved support. The place is just so alive. We have faith in CIA’s future.”

If you would like to invest in CIA’s future, please consider including the Institute in your estate plan. For information, please call Margaret Ann Gudbranson, Esq., director of major gifts and planned giving, at 216.421.8016 or email her at mgudbranson@cia.edu.

PLANNED GIVING: Providing support for future artists and designers.

Trudy and Steven Wiesenberger at home with a silk screened series by Julian Stanczak ’54 and an oil painting by Marcia Lloyd.
The O’Neill Foundation has a broad mission to “improve the quality of life for families and communities.” How do the arts in general, and CIA in particular, fit with the mission?

The O’Neill Foundation’s vision is for strong communities where families thrive, and our new mission is to partner with organizations so that families do thrive. We believe that a community, in order to be strong, must be a multifaceted place, and the arts and culture are integrally important to any strong community. The arts and culture make a community a fun place to live, a beautiful place to live, and also a challenging place to live because I think that’s also the role of the arts is to challenge, as well as to build or restore beauty to the community. So the arts and culture are enormously important to the fulfillment of our mission and our vision; and CIA’s public outreach programming, the gallery shows and the continuing education classes, are extremely high quality.

Recent O’Neill Foundation grants to CIA have enabled us to upgrade the technology that runs our website and business office and that allows for electronic portfolio sharing. Is technology a specific priority for the foundation as it seeks to help non-profits build capacity?

For us, capacity building means building the internal strength of an organization so that it can serve its vision and mission better. We have found in doing this work that technology grants have been among our most successful grants. Whether it’s a website redesign; software purchase; staff training; or to help staff do a better job of fundraising or staying in communication with students and other stakeholders in a more timely way; that kind of grant reaps great benefits for an organization. Sometimes, for relatively small amounts of money, you get a very, very large return on that tech grant investment.

You’ve taken numerous ceramics courses through CIA’s office of Continuing Education + Community Outreach. How would you rate CIA’s public outreach through these courses?

CIA has an incredibly interesting array of courses, everything from glass blowing, to jewelry making, to digital art, to the most cutting edge game design. Anyone who’s interested in art could find something that might be fun to do. I also was impressed that you were doing some outreach on the West Side of Cleveland with what looks like really interesting programming.

What’s amazing for me, as a ceramic artist, is the opportunity to use beautiful equipment, approaches, glazes, kilns that I would have no access to on my own or elsewhere. Just having access to a reduction kiln, access to clay bodies that most community arts organizations don’t work with… it has certainly changed everything about the way I work with clay. Amy Sinbondit, who teaches ceramics classes, is a tremendously talented artist with a unique vision and way of working with clay, and she’s also one of the most accommodating and supportive art teachers that I’ve ever worked with. So from that point of view I think it’s wonderful.
Enrollment growth has shown a steady upward trend, from 534 students in fall 2010, to 546 students in fall 2011, and 556 students this fall 2012. The college has continued to respond to financial pressures experienced by our students and their families, limiting the 2011–2012 tuition increase to less than 3% and providing increased levels of financial aid to eligible students.

Support from government grants, current year restricted gifts and endowment investments totaled 27% of 2011–2012 operating revenues.

The June 30, 2012 market value of the CIA endowment assets was $24 million. The asset allocation of the endowment portfolio was 65% equity, 27% fixed income, 6% alternative investments and 2% money market. The 2011–2012 one year total return on the endowment portfolio was approximately breakeven, outperforming market benchmark returns for the portfolio asset classifications.

Auxiliary enterprises revenue of 8% is from the continuing education program, Cinematheque and student housing.

Annual Fund giving, at 5% of total revenues, also reflects a steady increase over the past few years, a favorable trend that is particularly gratifying given the concurrent success of our major capital campaign — all in a very challenging economy.

Operating expenses were roughly $16 million, with 35% going to support instructional programs, 16% for academic support, 14% for student services, 25% for institutional support and 10% for auxiliary enterprises.

2011–2012 operations included a modest merit increase for eligible faculty and staff, but the administration continued for a third year a 3% reduction (from 7% to 4%) in the employer match to the retirement plan.

Going forward the Institute seeks to maximize revenue while reducing expenses in a responsible way that manages expense growth yet continues to support the high quality of our educational programs.
Dear Friends,

At a time when our nation’s economy continued to face difficult challenges, it was especially gratifying that contributions from alumni and friends of the Cleveland Institute of Art enabled us to surpass our fundraising expectations for the 2011-2012 fiscal year. Thanks to their generosity, we exceeded our Annual Fund goal and raised important additional funds in other categories. Altogether more than 1,400 individuals, corporations, foundations and organizations contributed to CIA’s Annual Fund, made restricted gifts for scholarship support or other significant initiatives, or left bequests to benefit the Institute. All of these are listed in our Honor Roll of Donors and are acknowledged with deepest gratitude.

Through their loyal giving, CIA alumni once again demonstrated the value they place on the CIA education they received. They made it clear that they want current and future students to enjoy the benefits of a well-rounded visual arts education.

Friends of CIA bring varied interests that include higher education, contemporary art, emerging artists, CIA gallery exhibitions, Continuing Education programs, and The Cleveland Institute of Art Cinematheque.

Again this year, the strong support of members of the Institute’s board of directors deserves special recognition. They, and all of the other supporters listed on these pages, helped us meet operating expenses and minimize the draw on CIA’s endowment. To all those who contributed to the Institute during the 2011-2012 fiscal year and thereby earned a place on our Honor Roll of Donors, we extend our sincere thanks.

R. Michael Cole
Senior Vice President for Institutional Advancement
Gifts to the Annual Fund

THE CHARLES E. BURCHFIELD ’16 SOCIETY
CREATED IN 1987, THE CHARLES E. BURCHFIELD ’16 SOCIETY HONORS THOSE DONORS WHO DEMONSTRATE EXEMPLARY LEADERSHIP SUPPORT FOR THE CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF ART BY MAKING CONTRIBUTIONS OF $1,000 OR MORE TO THE ANNUAL FUND. THROUGH THEIR UNRESTRICTED DONATIONS, THESE INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS HELP TO FUND THE FULL RANGE OF THE INSTITUTE’S OPERATIONAL NEEDS, FROM STUDENT FINANCIAL AID, TO DEPARTMENTAL SUPPORT, TO FACULTY SALARIES, TO PUBLIC PROGRAMMING. WE ARE DEEPLY GRATEFUL TO THESE SPECIAL DONORS FOR THEIR ENLIGHTENED GENEROSITY.
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Albert and Audrey Ratner
Drs. Ann and Norman Roulet
Sara S. Rubin

Every effort has been made to list contributors accurately. If we have inadvertently made an error or omission, please accept our apologies and contact Mike Kinsella at 216.421.7412.
Judith and James A. Saks  
Mrs. Viktor Schreckengost  
Robert and Christiane Siewert  
Drs. Daniel Simon and Marcy Schwartz  
Jerry Smith  
Carey L. Spencer  
Janet and Kristofer Spreen  
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel C. Sussen -- / '92  
Franny^ and Seth Taft  
University Hospitals of Cleveland  
Peter and Bobbi van Dijk  
Skip (Mabel) Watts  
Jeffrey Weiss and Karen Rutman-Weiss  
The Wuliger Foundation  
Anthony Yen  
Kirk Zehnder and Bridget Haas  

**Sponsors**

$500 – $999

Robert Arko and Aura Oslapas '82 / '80  
Jenny and Glenn Brown  
Marshall and Brenda Brown  
Michael and Karen Caputo  
Timothy and Anne Carnahan  
Bill and Kathi Chapman  
Corning Chisholm  
Daniel Cuffaro '91^  
Diane De Grazia  
Mary and Hal Douthit  
Merle Edelman '52  
Faber-Castell USA, Inc.  
Mary Lou Ferbert '68  
Joseph T. Gorman  
The Gries Family Foundation  
Dee Tremaine Hildt  
Clark and Hope Hungerford  
Larry Imely  
Iradian Asset Management LLC  
Laurie Hutchinson Jacobs '86  
Jar Chi Lee and Tien Li Chia  
Kevin and Sheila Margolis  
John Paul Miller '40  
Bill and Margaret Mitchell  
Gwenn Pokorny  
Larry and Julia Pollock  
Maria Pujana  
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred M. Rankin, Jr.  
Andrew Rayburn and Heather Guess  
George Snyder  
Cathy Stamler  
Mrs. Richard Barclay Tullis  
Curtis Weems  
Judy Weidenthal  
Heinz and Elizabeth Wolf  

$250 – $499

Anonymous  
Abraexus Snow Removal  
Thomas and Joann Adler  
Dene Miller Alden '67  
Amy A. Barter  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Beardslee '47 / --  
Christina Bleecher '84  
Charles A. and Christy Bittenbender  
Joseph J. Blaha '49  
Leonard Blasko '61  
Paul and Michelle Braun '88 / --  
Lynda Britton '85  
Linda Butler and Steven Nissen  
Joanne Cohen and Morris Wheeler  
John and Sharon Conkin -- / '79  
John R. Coklett  
Paul and Janis DiCorleto  
Margaret FitzGerald '82  
Howard Freedman and Rita Montlack  
Lawrence D. Gaynor '60  
Margaret Ann Gudbranson^  
Robert Gudbranson and Joon-Li Kim  
Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Horvitz  
Allen Hutton '76  
Edwin F. Jaquet '55  
Norbert and Susan Jaworowski '65 / '67  
Jose Longoria '81  
Charles and Sue Marston  
Joan Cornett McConnell '53  
Mickie McGraw '66  
Mary and Tom McKane '90 / --  
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Morley  
Bill and Barbara Hill Newby  
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Osborne  
Richard and Cheryl Pace  
John and Jean Piety  
Mrs. Alfred M. Rankin  
Cristine C. Rom^ and Alan J. Rocke  
Robert and Joyce Schaefer  
Sally and Larry Sears  
Kenneth and Lauren Smith '70 / --  
Frederick and Elizabeth Specht  
Ruth Rees Suehr '41  
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Sulak '51 / --  
Sam Swayne '58  
Anne M. Vacco-Pintore '83  
Brent^ and Martha Young  
Mark Zeller '92  

**Supporting**

$100 – $249

Rebecca Aidlin '84  
Herbert and Sheila Andre' de la Porte  
Ed Axel '52  
Thelma Barmack  
Robert L. Barnes '68  
Dennis and Kathy Barrie  
George K. and Barbara K. Beach  
Edward and Judith Beasley '67 / '66  
Laura Berick  
Ruth B. Bertrand  
Frederic and Ellen Bishko  
Jennifer Biskind '81  
Joanne Blazek '55  
Rick and Susie Block  
Charlie and Julia Bolton  
Patricia Boonstra  
Loretta Borstein  
Patricia Bose '92  
Ruth A. Bowman '74  
Elizabeth Breckenridge  
Robert Brooks  
Cindy and Bob Bruml  
Brian Bundy '05  
Ken and Polly Burns  
Louis Burroughs  
June Burton  
Della Cappel  
David J. Carpenter  
Mr. and Mrs. Horner Chisholm  
Susan Varga Chrien '49  
Alberta Cifolli '53  
Jacob and Anne Clark '03 / --  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Clark  
Jacqueline Ann Clipsham '63  
Larry and Marty Cognata '58 / --  
Jennifer Coleman and August Fluker  
Ronald L. Coleman  
Gwen V. Cooper '63  
Michael Costanzo  
John Currier  
Elizabeth Forward Curry '51  
Jill Buckley Dangler '53  
Lois L. Davis  
Robert Soreo '85 and Ruth D’Emilia '85  
Stanley T. Denek '62  
Margaret Denk-Leigh^  
Mr. and Mrs. David S. Dickenson II  
Dian Disantis '94  
Dr. and Mrs. Michael Dreyfuss  
Michelle Droll '02 and Eric Droll  
Beth and Chris Dunworth  
J. Edberg '76  
William Eichenberg  
Oliver and Mary Emerson  
Hamilton Emmons  
Morton and Natalie Epstein  
John Ewing^  
Robert Fatica '75  
Margaret Flagg Fitzwilliam '41  
Virginia Foley*  
Cary Foster '00  
James and Ruth Friedman  
Maureen Fry '95  
Barbara and Peter Galvin
Georgia T. Garner
Paul L. Garner ’81
Anne Gates^
Diane and Richard Gent
Paula S. Gilliam ’75
David Goldberg
Gretchen Goss^ and Mark Hartung
Anthony J. Greco ’60
Astrida Greco ’61
Carol Griffith
Mel and Sue Grunau
Peter and Debra Guren
Patricia Ward Heinke ’55
Robert Hexter
Martha Jean McClintock Hoffman ’67
Linda M. Hosler
Susan Iler^
Dr. and Mrs. Scott R. Inkley
Pamela and Scott Isquick
Gale and Jim Jacobsohn
Ms. Nancy Jacobson
Mary Joyce ’93
Chris and Maura Jungjohann ’05 / --
Etole and Julian Kahan ’56 / --
Mark A. and Patricia A. Kelly ’62 / ’62
Joyce Kessler^
Margaret Y. Kimura ’94
Michael Kinsella^
David and Kathy Kirk ’76 / --
Elaine and Joseph Kisvardai
Anne Knieck ’83
Andy and Joan Kohn
S. Lee Kohrman
Ryan Konikoff
Chuck Kovacic ’72
Ronald Krasney
Ruth Krause Kyman ’70
Hal and Susan LaPine
Deborah Teas Lass ’64
Natalie Leek-Nelson ’90
Mary Kay Levesey for Tom Levesay
Linda Lucic Liefer ’70
Linda and Jack Lissauer

Winifred Lutz ’64
Matthew J. Maloney
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Manuel
Charles T. Mayer ’64
John McIntire ’59
Don and Sally Messinger
Mary Jane and Frank Miller
Lois Ober Miller ’38
Thomas L. Mills ’75 and Susan Werner ’80
Richard and Kathy Moroscan
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Morse
Stephen Myers
Jeff Nasca ’88
Joe Naujokas ’82
Bill Nottingham ’01
Olatubosun Ogunsanwo^
Joseph B. O’Sickey ’40
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Peterjohn
Jim and Kate Petras
Nancy and Jim Petro
Paul Pizzini ’72
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Porter
John and Norine Prim ’71 / --
Stanley M. Proctor
Patricia Prusak Ramsey ’80
Steven A. Ramsey ’83
Jan Rapp ’77
Julia Rheem ’69
Barbara Richter
Marjorie B. Ritchie
Barbara S. Robinson
Charles and Carole Rosenblatt
Dr. Edward and Dr. Teresa Ruch
Ernest Ruppe ’46
Linda Sambrook ’03
Thomas Schenrmich ’89
Anthony Schepis ’55, Prof. Emeritus
Kay Badt Scherler ’54
Mr. and Mrs. E. Scherzer
Brant Schuller ’90
William Schumann
Ned and Dorothy Seibert
Moon H. Seun ’89
Dorothy Shrier
Maxine Masterfield ’55
Petra K. Soesemann ’77^
Denise E. Stewart ’06
Bill and Edie Taft
Janet Roush Taylor ’63
Michael Tharp ’70
Arlene Thomas^
Lee Torda
Chuck Tramontana ’65
Linda Trent
Susan and Dean Trilling
Frank Tyneski ’92
Livingston H. Uff
Ben and Bonnie Upton ’78 / ’79
Ted and Elaine Urban ’56 / ’57
Cynthia Rindfleisch Vasu ’77
Georgeraine Grande Wanous ’66
William Watterson and Melissa Richmond
Jeffry Weller
Mrs. R.C. Weiss (Betty S.)
Pyshf Fund

Wells Fargo Community Support Campaign
Stephen and Barbara Wohleber ’72/ --
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Wolf
Mary^ and Todd Yordy
Michael C. Zahratka ’64
Martin and Katherine Zimmerman -- ’69
Harold Zisla ’50
Peter A. Zorn, Jr. ’65

Participating
$1 – $99
Anonymous
Lisa M. Abbassi ’80
Carol Adams ’70
Charlotte Kancelbaum Agrast ’48
Pattianne and Patrick Baran ’83 / ’83
Clark W. Barnes
Florence Barry ’50
Karen D. Bockwith ’87^
Bert and Joanne Benkendorf
Marcie Bergman and Alan Rauss
Carol C. Bernauer ’79
Theresa Beucy ’93
Jeanette Bill-Cole ’84
Roger F. Blakley ’64
Shelley C. Bloomfield^
Troy Blum ’97
Richard and Ann Bort ’70 / --
Steve Bowen ’84
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Bowman ’53 / --
Martin Boyle ’76
Sidney H. Bradt^
Carlene Brady ’66
Ginna Brand ’73
Justin F. Braun ’04
Jane Placek Bravman ’67
Gina Maria Brent ’86
Phyllis Brody
Barbara Fenwick Brown ’57
Faye N. Brown ’60
Rachel Brownner^
Michael and Cynthia Bruder
Florence Bundy ’73
Debra Butler ’74
Marlyn S. Buttriss ’56
Doan V. Buu
Wayne Calco ’84
Randall W. Calmesie
Alma Carlson ’86
William Carlson
Patricia M. Carpenter
Sophie Cayless ’89
Elizabeth Werle Cecala ’72
Barbara A. Cherry ’57
John Chuldenko ’98
Jose and Rosemarie Cintron ’54 / --
Sarah R. Clague ’59
Stephen Clement ’78
George and Colleen Coakley
Robert G. Cohen
Joshua Cole ’05 and Kristen Modarelli ’05
Mary Ann Conn-Brody
Anna M. Cottos^
Charlotte Jaffe Cowan ’51
Remnie Crawford
David and Vivian Criner ’78 / --
Rene Culler ’92
Rick Dahl ’85
Alfonso and Kay de Lange ’59 / ’61
James DeRosa
Michael Derrick ’54
Kathleen and John Digney ’87 / ’86
Wilda M. Donegan
Bette Drake ’64
Dennis Drummond ’66
Leonard R. Dybzinski ’81
F. William Eakin II ’61
Cathy Eckdall ’72
Emma Yarlekovich Elsner ’48
Muriel Ente
Bonnie Erickson ’69
Karen Eubel ’70
Cliff Faintych ’84
Dorothy Feddor ’69
Richard and Judy Felber
Shirley M. Finizia
Margaret Fischer ’69
Frank T. Fitzgerald ’57
Mary Lou Rice Foley ’66
Kenneth and Gretchen Foran ’74 / ’73
Betty Gelfand Forchheimer ’52
Mary Kashuk Fortham ’63
Marjorie Foster ’48
Ann France
Louise J. Freedman ’51
Rebecca and Ted Frost, Jr.
John Fulton ’80
Sam and Barry Gabel
Marilee Gallagher
Susan Gallagher ’91
Jane and Milton Garrett
Corrine Farris George ’53
Terry Gess ’91
Nina and James Gibans
Christine Golubski ’89
Eileen Gordon ’49
Charlotte Z. Gould
Al Gray
Elaine Harris Green
Joan Hang Smith Guthrie ’50
Fred Gutzeit ’62
Pearl Hachen
James L. Hackstedde ’68
John Edmond Hallsted ’92
C. Matthew Hamby ’03
Richard and Gloria Hanson
Joanne Harlow ’66
Deborah Harris ’77
Tim Harry
Jennifer Hartz
Margaret Hasek-Guy ’84
Julie Havighurst ’77
Henry H. Hawley
Grady Hayes ’04
Michael Hean ’85 and Jeanne Shuttleworth
Doc and Judy Hemminger
Roger C. Hendricks ’63
Mrs. Charles Hickox
Tom Hinson and Diana Tittle
Jeannette Ho ’96
Jody Hobson ’76
Karen Hudz
Liz Huff
Laura Huffman ’89
Elaine Trombley Hultgren ’67
Thomas Hunter ’53
Todd and Kate Huthmaker ’95 / --
Edith I. Ide ’83
Sarah Jane Overholt Ingraham ’59
Gay Johnson ’91
Lucette Johnson ’93
William R. Johnson
J. Stephen and Kathy Jones
Lauretta Jones ’75
Susan Kandzer
Jodi Kanter and Steve Szilagyi
Robert Kapp ’64
Kasumi
Linda M. Katz
Anne Kerby ’78
Anne Kibbe ’69
Anne Klein
Elsie M. Klein
Candace Knapp ’71
Bernice A. Kochan ’48
Catherine Komocki ’61
Victor Kord ’57
Ursula Kornitchouk
Allan and Carole Kornmiller ’52 / --
Sallie Kraber
Keith J. Kresge ’69
Colleen Kurzawa ’01
Mara Lavitt ’79
Kam Shun Lee ’93
Arlene Lehtinen
Peter Leon ’09
Dr. Carolee Kuhns Lesyk
Wanda Lewis ’49
Helen Libens ’93
Martha Redinger Liebert ‘54
Peter Linberger
Patricia Lintala
Zenia Lis
Martin A. Loschiavo
Susan Donovan Lowe ’89
Ted and Idarose Luntz
Neil MacDonald ’81
Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Madison
Norman E. Magden ’57
Kenneth Marchione ’85
Pete Marie ’00
Alan T. Marshall ’61
Sara McClleland ’06
Ann T. McGuire
Nathaniel Melamed ’64
Geri M. Meldon ’68
Ricki Miller
Bea Mitchell ’80
Eleanor Molleison ’54
Kevin Mower ’80 and
Gail Szewczak Mower ’80
Marianne McDermott Moyer ’65
Florence Muller
Samuel and Susan Muto
Virginia and Joseph Nagel
Gordon and Vernie Nethercut
Joan T. Neubecker ’85
Mr. and Mrs. William Neubert
Jeffrey Neumann ’78
Jessie Ng ’07
Samuel and Suzanne Nigro
Beth Nilges-Nehamkin ’76
Dov and Judy Nisman
Jason D. Novetsky
Elizabeth H. Nutt ’63
Susanne O’gara
Ted Omilanowski
Rob Ondo ’84
Stephan Paliwoda
Jerry P. Palmer
Njole Palubinskaks
Pamela L. Pastoric ’77
Vernon Patrick ’68
Irma Osadski Payne ’72
Costa Petridis
Steve and Dawn Brockman Petrill -- ’95
Pi Beta Phi Fraternity – Cleveland East Alumnae
Carol Petro
Terrell and Susan Pim
Mrs. Elinor Polster
Raphael L. Poritsky
Debra Price
Denise Przybyla ’78
Ann Guip Quillen ’59
Don Ramsey ’85
Catherine Redhead ’90
Chad Reed ’93
Wallace Reid ’50
Babs Reingold ’78
Glenn Schoenbeck
Eve N. Semenoro ’91
Sura Sevastopoulos ’71
Clare Rinnac
Frank Rivera ’61
Karla Rivers
Mr. and Mrs. George Roby ’63 / --
Gloria Mattlin Rogen ’48
Linda Rosenlieb
Noreen and Jack Rotar ’80 / ’78
Roger and Betty Salomon
Michael Sands ’70
Fran Pepper Sass ’77
Dee Scatlbrino
Glenn and JoAnn Schoenbeck
Eve N. Semenoro ’91
Sura Sevastopoulos ’71
Adam Shaw ’95
Connie Moore Simon ’72
Jason Sleers ’00
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Entities Through Which Donor Advised Gifts Were Made
(number of gifts shown parenthetically)
Ayco Charitable Foundation (1)
The Cleveland Foundation (5)
Fidelity Brokerage Services LLC (1)
Fidelity Investments (1)
Glenmede Trust Company (2)
Hawthorn, PNC Family Wealth (1)
Jewish Federation of Cleveland (15)
Network for Good (41)
The Pittsburgh Foundation (1)
Schwab Charitable Fund (1)
Vanguard (3)
Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC (1)

Cinematheque

Benefactors
$2,500 +
Maison Francaise de Cleveland
Ohio Arts Council

Patrons
$1,000 – $2,499
Nick Amster
Fran and Jules Belkin
Margaret Dobbins
Mrs. Webb Chamberlain
Craig and Meloney Herrick
Mirsat Nikovic
Andy and Jennifer Shrock
Eugene Trela

Sponsors
$500 – $999
Anonymous
Cleveland Society of Poles
Pete and Margaret Dobbins
John Kaminski
Dennis and Nancy Osgood
Sally and Larry Sears
Astri Seidenfeld
Kim Sherwin
James Smilr
Benjamin and Catherine Vail
Steven A. Zilber

Sustaining
$250 – $499
David Burke
Mike Caldwell ‘91
Kirk Davis
David Goldberg
Francoise Massardier-Kenney
Valerie Wulansis

Supporting
$100 – $249
Anonymous
Nozar and Kathleen Alaomolki
Annie Albert ‘69
Joan E. Baker
Denise R. Baidanza
David C. Barnett
Arthur Bayer
Dan Begin
Roger Blatnick
Thomas Brezovac
Elvidio G. Bufalini
William Busta and Joan Tomkins
Lucy Chamberlain
Charla Coaatam
Mark Cole
Betty Schaal and Rusty Culp
Yuri and Renata Deglin
Dan and Laura Dempsey
Fred Dillon
Andrew Dzurick
Cheryl Eberhart
Steven Fitch
Louis Giannetti
Debra S. Gold
Ron and Eileen Gold
Marcie Goodman
Daniel and Elizabeth Goulding
Tom and Jacky Harsh
Curt and Karen Henkle
Arthur Heuer and Joan Hulburt
Gale and Jim Jacobsohn
John and Jeanne Jenks
Alice Jeresko
William Glenn Johnson
Phillip and Elizabeth Knaak
Charles E. Kuehn
Henry P. Kudziel
David LaSalvia
Ted Lucas
Robert and Carol Madison
Paul Mason
Linda Meixner
Jan Milic
Jeanie Miller
Howard Montgomery
Marie T. Morelli
Barbara and Dave Partington
David Perse
Costa Petridis
Polish American Cultural Center
Andy Rayburn
Jodi and Michael Rogoff
Judith W. Ross
Tim Rossiter and Tally Fruchtman Rossiter
Earl Spurgin and Molly Haines
Lanie Strassburger
Robert and Rebecca Thomas
Donald Tipka
Fusun Tuzcu
Louis Wagner
Carole Walters
Jay and Kathleen Ward
David W. Wittkowsky and James S. Anderson
Robert S. Woodward

Participating
$1 – $99
Anonymous (2)
Ben Adams
Benjamin Adams and Carmela Guemero
Atossa Alavi
Charles Andrews and Phyllis Asnien

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Weisman
Loren and Lita Weiss
Rollin H. White III
Grant and Sherry Williams ’62 / --
Nina T. Williams
Martin Withrow ‘87
Bruce Pollock ’76 and Djuna Wolton ’76
Thaddeus Wolfe ’02
Janet Zearfoss Woodings ’60
Nora Rosegger Workman ’82
Kathleen Eberhard Yates ’74
Andy Yoder ’82
Gabriela Zanettin
Kim and Sally Zarney ’71 / --
Richard Zeman ’76
Jean Niles Ziegler ’51

Howard and Barbara Smith
Ian Smith ’70
Neil F. Smith ’51
Marvin and Judith Solganik
Heidi and Pete Spencer
Carl Staub ’77
Jean Geis Stell
Eva Stern
Dianne Silver ’86
Charles and Gloria Story
Jeffrey and Debra Sturm ’63 / --
Mrs. John P. Sutcliffe
Marsha Sweet ’81
Lester Tavens
Anne W. Taylor ’91
Mel Taerle ’66
Gerald Thomas ’77
Ruth L. Thurber
William Tourtellot ’83
Charlotte Roberts Towle ’62
Alix Hallman Travis
Irene Trimble ’65
Douglas Unger ‘65
Andrea Vaiksnoras Urvitch ’72
Carlos Vazquez ’54
Jose Vazquez, Jr. ’54
Ron Walsh ’53
Michael Warner ’98
Patricia L. Weaver ’48
Mark Weigand
Sarah Weiner
Susan Weiner ’88

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Weisman
Loren and Lita Weiss
Rollin H. White III
Grant and Sherry Williams ’62 / --
Nina T. Williams
Martin Withrow ‘87
Bruce Pollock ’76 and Djuna Wolton ’76
Thaddeus Wolfe ’02
Janet Zearfoss Woodings ’60
Nora Rosegger Workman ’82
Kathleen Eberhard Yates ’74
Andy Yoder ’82
Gabriela Zanettin
Kim and Sally Zarney ’71 / --
Richard Zeman ’76
Jean Niles Ziegler ’51

Howard and Barbara Smith
Ian Smith ’70
Neil F. Smith ’51
Marvin and Judith Solganik
Heidi and Pete Spencer
Carl Staub ’77
Jean Geis Stell
Eva Stern
Dianne Silver ’86
Charles and Gloria Story
Jeffrey and Debra Sturm ’63 / --
Mrs. John P. Sutcliffe
Marsha Sweet ’81
Lester Tavens
Anne W. Taylor ’91
Mel Taerle ’66
Gerald Thomas ’77
Ruth L. Thurber
William Tourtellot ’83
Charlotte Roberts Towle ’62
Alix Hallman Travis
Irene Trimble ’65
Douglas Unger ‘65
Andrea Vaiksnoras Urvitch ’72
Carlos Vazquez ’54
Jose Vazquez, Jr. ’54
Ron Walsh ’53
Michael Warner ’98
Patricia L. Weaver ’48
Mark Weigand
Sarah Weiner
Susan Weiner ’88

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Weisman
Loren and Lita Weiss
Rollin H. White III
Grant and Sherry Williams ’62 / --
Nina T. Williams
Martin Withrow ‘87
Bruce Pollock ’76 and Djuna Wolton ’76
Thaddeus Wolfe ’02
Janet Zearfoss Woodings ’60
Nora Rosegger Workman ’82
Kathleen Eberhard Yates ’74
Andy Yoder ’82
Gabriela Zanettin
Kim and Sally Zarney ’71 / --
Richard Zeman ’76
Jean Niles Ziegler ’51

Howard and Barbara Smith
Ian Smith ’70
Neil F. Smith ’51
Marvin and Judith Solganik
Heidi and Pete Spencer
Carl Staub ’77
Jean Geis Stell
Eva Stern
Dianne Silver ’86
Charles and Gloria Story
Jeffrey and Debra Sturm ’63 / --
Mrs. John P. Sutcliffe
Marsha Sweet ’81
Lester Tavens
Anne W. Taylor ’91
Mel Taerle ’66
Gerald Thomas ’77
Ruth L. Thurber
William Tourtellot ’83
Charlotte Roberts Towle ’62
Alix Hallman Travis
Irene Trimble ’65
Douglas Unger ‘65
Andrea Vaiksnoras Urvitch ’72
Carlos Vazquez ’54
Jose Vazquez, Jr. ’54
Ron Walsh ’53
Michael Warner ’98
Patricia L. Weaver ’48
Mark Weigand
Sarah Weiner
Susan Weiner ’88
WE DEEPLY APPRECIATE THE LARGE NUMBER OF OUR FACULTY AND STAFF MEMBERS WHO GENEROUSLY CONTRIBUTED TO THE INSTITUTE DURING THE 2011–2012 FISCAL YEAR.

Faculty and Staff

Sheri Appleton
Karen D. Beckwith ’87
Kim Bissett ’76
Shelley C. Bloomfield
Rachel Browner
Michael Cole
Anna M. Cottos
Daniel Cuffaro ’91
Margaret Denk-Leigh
John Ewing
Anne Gates
Gretchen Goss
Margaret Ann Gudbranson
Tim Harry
Karen Hudy
Liz Huff
Susan Ilker
Mark Ingalls
Kasumi
Joyce Kessler
Michael Kinsella
William Leddy ’71
Richard Maxwell
Ann T. McGuire
Nancy Neville
Grafton J. Nunes
Megan B. French
Jana Sward Friess
Peter Garlock
Christina Gaston and Lee Weber
Angret M. Georgi
Richard and Barbara Gercken
Richard Gerken
Tim Gilbride
S. Bradley Gillough
Andrew Glasier
Linda Goldstone
Melodie Grable
Frank and Maureen Greicius
Marge Grevatt
Alex Gurary
Karen Gygli
Vera Hall
Judy Hassing
Kevin Hawkins
Jay Horowitz and Carol Gee
Paul and Arlene Hirsko
Cheryl Jackson
Betty Jarmusch
Carol Johnson
Ida C. Jones
James Kacala
Diane Karpinski
Jim Kelley
Thomas Kelley
James Kelly
Edward Komacka
Helen Kopp
Ursula Kornetchouk
John Kowalchik
Dale and Nancy Kramer
Ken Kresina
James Krukones
William Kunkin and Elke Chodorow
David Kuzma
Robert Lancaster
Nana Landgraf
Ingrid Lantner
Sheldon Lewin
Professor Ralph Lockwood
Janet Loehr
Timothy Lyons
Ken Maglic
Kristi Majni
Richard Malloy
Karen Lee Marano and Dr. Francesco Melfi
Bill Markstrom
Matt Marshall
Michelle Martelle
Scott Martin
Tom Martin
David M. Massaro
Charlotte Masterson
Lyliane M. Mathieu-Kerns
Chiquita Matthews
Michael McClendon
Joseph W. McCullough ’48
Mike McGraw
Frederick McGuire
Donald and Sandra McPherson
Diana and Dan Medalie
Terry Meehan
Barbara C. Megery
Jennifer Mihalik
Valerie Mikusczak
Olatubosun Ogunsanwo
Lisa Kramer Reichel
Cristine C. Rom
Linda Rosenlieb
Judith Salomon
Glenn Schoenbeck
Raymond Scrapp
Tanya Shadle
Petr K. Soesemann ’77
Franny Taft
Arlene Thomas
Christopher Whitley
Nina T. Williams
Mary Yordy
Brent Young
Al Zvosec
Claudio Milstein
Alice T. Mitchell
Mike Molnar
Carol Montlack
Daniel and Kathleen Moreland
Nachama Moskowitz
Jewel Moulthrop
Larry Muha
Pat Murray and Susan Greene
Richard Myers
Richard and Patricia Myers
Fran and David Namkoong
Debi Nemec
Joan Nicholl
Joan Orr
Bill and Patty Osher
Angela Oster ’05
Linda Park
Richard Parks
Sandra and Pirouz Pirouz
Cindy Plagata
Mary and Doug Powell
Paule Prebus
Sylvia Profenna
Public Design Co.
Shannon M. Ready
Joseph P. Reardon
Nancy Reynolds
Michael Richter
Phil and Becky Roberts
Carole Roske
Warren and Debra Rosman
David M. Ross
Gaye Rule
Roger and Betty Salomon
Joseph Sarasa
David Schauweker
Jean Schils
Thomas and Shirley Schmidt
Edwin J. Meyer
Gregory and Mary Ann Schwartz
Lee Scullin
Galen Showman
Gregory Simonson
Philip and Amy Skerry
Matthew Solomon
Julie D. Stanger
Leonard Steinbach
Eva Stern
Albert Stratton
Nancy S. Strauss
Jeanne Marie Stumpf
Bill Taggart
Robert S. and May C. Targett
Eleanor Tate
Weezle Thomey
Gabe and Ray Tomorowitz
Karl and Sarah Toth
Joshua Tyree
Robert and Beverly Vail
Jim Valentino
Jim Miller and Deborah Van Kleef
William F.B. Vodrey
Mariel Wallace
Skip (Mabel) Watts

Heather Ways and Gerald Sgro
Ann Weatherhead
Craig A. Webb
Kathleen Webber
Mark Weber
Dave and Laura Weglicki
Miriam Weisberg
Kathleen Weiss
Mike Wendt
James Williams
Leah Wolfe
James Woodruff
Sandra Woodthorpe
Thomas Yantek
Jia You
Linda Zeravica
Armando and Judith Zubizarreta

Restricted and Designated Gifts Supporting Departments and Programs

Academic Services
The Reading 1 Foundation

Admissions Department
The Leonard Krieger Fund of the Cleveland Foundation
Greater Cleveland Automobile Dealers’ Association

B.A.S.I.C - Basic Art Support In the Curriculum Program
Martha Holden Jennings Foundation

Ceramics Department
Judith H. Salomon
The Robert G. and Ellen S. Gutenstein Family Foundation
John M. Zajc, Jr. and Catherine Smythe Zajc

Continuing Education Program
The Leonard Krieger Fund of the Cleveland Foundation
RPM International, Inc.

Craft Environment
Barbara S. Robinson

Digital Output Center
Gary and AL Zvosec

Fiber Department
Christopher M. Aland
Russell D. Brohl
Capsonic Group LLC
Lenore E. Cronlund
Ronald P. Emery
Marcia L. Mazak
REM Sales and Associates, Inc
Paul W. Tomick
Gary Taratoot

Industrial Design Department
Stanley I. Adelstein
Chrysler LLC
The Cleveland Foundation
Diebold, Inc.
Robert A. Immerman

Jochum Moll Foundation
MOCA Cleveland
General Motors Corporation

Liberal Arts Environment
Case Western Reserve University
Margaret Wong and Associates

Marketing Department
Fran and Jules Belkin
The Leonard Krieger Fund of the Cleveland Foundation

Professional Practices Curriculum
Jack*, Joseph and Morton Mandel, Mandel Foundation
The PNC Financial Services Group
The Sears-Swetland Family Foundation

Regional Scholastic Art Awards 2011
Martha Holden Jennings Foundation
Legacy in Education
Richard Maxwell^ Lisa Kramer Reichel^
Tanya^ and Jason Shadle
Sue Wall
The Whittey Family
Gary and AL Zvosec

Reinberger Galleries
Prizm – The Artist’s Supply Store/Darice, Inc.
Dealer Tire, LLC
Frantz Ward LLP
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney
The Mount Sinai Health Care Foundation
Weingart Design

Sculpture Department
Edinboro University Foundation

2012 Student Independent Exhibition – Financial Gifts
Ann and Albert Albano
Balance Product Development, Inc.
Fran and Jules Belkin
Steven and Lisa Censula ’91 / ’91
Ann and David Deming -- / ’67
Marsha Brayton Everett ’81 and Chandler Everett
Mary Gardner
Dr. and Mrs. Victor Goldberg
Hal and Cyndy Goodwin
Barbara L. Hawley
Lynda and Don Insul
Gary R. Johnson and Brenda K. Ashley
Mary Ann and Jack Katzenmeyer
Rex and Heath Mason

*Names above refer to the same individual
^Names above refer to the same family
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Mr. and Mrs. Creighton B. Murch
Nottingham-Spirk Design Associates
Grafton J. Nunes^\nCaroline G. Oberndorf
Laura Ospanik '80 and Stephen P. Robbins
Prizm – The Artist’s Supply Store
Melvin* and Eleanor Rose '40/-
John and Sally Schulze
Drs. Michael and Joanne Schwartz
The Sculpture Center
Robert and Christine Siewert
Karen Skunta
Cathy Stamler
Karen Skunta
Robert and Christine Siewert
Karen Skunta
Cathy Stamler
Joy Praznik Sweeney '58 and John Sweeney
Nelson S. Talbott
Joy Praznik Sweeney '58 and John Sweeney
Peter and Bobbi van Dijk
Jane and Richard Van Dijk
Robert and Christine Siewert
Gary and Al^ Zvosec
2012 Student Independent Exhibition – Gifts in Kind
Beachland Ballroom and Tavern
The Bonfoey Gallery
The Cleveland Museum of Art
Dodd Camera
Eldred Theater, CWRU
MOCA Cleveland
Pacific East Restaurant
Primo Vino
Prizm – The Artist’s Supply Store
Special Event/Special Purpose Gifts
Charter One Bank
The George Gund Foundation
Mary Ann and Jack Katzenmeyer
Key Foundation
Dana Kovak
Grafton J. Nunes^\nRoetzel & Andress
Third Federal Foundation
Student Ticket Fund
Kulas Foundation
Student Life
Sheri Appleton^\nT.I.M.E. - Digital Arts Department
The Harry K. & Emma R. Fox
Charitable Foundation
Visiting Artists Program
Kent State University
Scholarship Support
Anonymous
Matt Adkins
Patrick Allen
Avery Dennison
Fran and Jules Belkin
Susan Bender
James and Nikki Ritchey Beres
Bicknell Fund
Jill and Josie Bollam
Mary Bradshaw and Marymount co-workers
Timothy and Melanie Brown
Camille Camarato
Rose Camarato
Lynn Cartellone
Cleveland Art Association
Cleveland Arts Prize
The George W. Codrington
Charitable Foundation
Jennifer Coleman Ewell, Adam Coleman,
Chase Coleman
Aims Coney, The Aims C. and Betty Lee
Coney Memorial Fund
of the Pittsburgh Foundation
David A. Cotton
Cowon Pottery Museum Associates
Design Interface Inc.
Morgan and Richard Domokos, Jr.
Greenman Corporation
Savannah Eby '13
Paul Elliott
Marcia and Al Fishman
Paula Fishman and Jeff Sindela
Ford Motor Company Fund
William O. and Gertrude L. Frohling
Foundation
The Garber Family
Pat Garvin
General Motors Corporation
Marjorie Gills
Hanson Services, Inc.
The John Huntington Fund for Education
Robert J. Jergens '60
William Jones
Hermione Kahn
Bob and Pat Kahn
The Laub Foundation
Lubrizol Corporation
Joe and Diana Machesky
Jack*, Joseph and Morton Mandel,
Mandel Foundation
Meisel Family Foundation
Ronda Moore
David and Inez Myers Foundation
Nesanadry + Schwartz
Oatey Company
Beverly and Mark Oberst
Laura Ospanik '80 and Stephen P. Robbins
Ernest and Lorraine Ritchey
Julie Robinson
Landon Scheckler
Michelle Shapiro
Harvey Strackman
George C. Sumerak '72
University Hospitals of Cleveland
Charles Van Scyoc
George Garretson Wade Charitable Trust #2
Leslie Williams-Kahn '76
Jan Witt-Comiono and David Comiono
Norita Wyse Berman Memorial Award
for Excellence in Painting
Jodi and Scott Schumann
Pauline Graver Biskind '22 Prize for
Painting
Dr. and Mrs. John I. Biskind
H. C. Cassill Scholarship in Printmaking
Kristin M. Baird
Jean Kubota Cassill
The Ethel “Boots” '74 and Thomas Clark
Memorial Scholarship
June M. Janson
George Clements Memorial Scholarship
for Travel Abroad
Harriet Moore Ballard '87
William W. Combes '24 Memorial
Scholarship in Illustration
Kim Bissett '76^ and William Liddy '71^1
Audrey '48 and Harvey Feinberg
Scholarship
Steven and Gwendolyn Feinberg
Maxeen J. Stone Flower '76 Scholarship
for Photography
Sabrina A. Inkley
Dr. and Mrs. Scott R. Inkley
Ted Frost '88 Scholarship for Travel
John and Jennifer Davis
Sally Frost
The Gallery Group Scholarship
The Gallery Group, Inc.
Myrtle Waintrup Givelber '31 Prize for
Female Artists
Anonymous
Frances V. Kaufman Scholarship Fund
Wendy J. Kaufman Dannenhirsh
Dennis M. Kaufman
Klinger-Prendergast Scholarship for
Non-Traditional Students
Bryan Klinger '93 and Nora Prendergast
Sharon Lynn Kumin Scholarship for
Excellence in Interior Design
Donald Kumin
Robin M. Kumin
Frances Wise Lang and H. Jack Lang
Scholarship for Painting
John Lang
Wendy Lang
Susan Lipman '88 Award for
Excellence in Illustration
Sandra M. Lipman
Andrew Paul Love Memorial
Education Fund
Kenneth and Anne Love
Ralph Marshall Memorial Prize in
Photography
Beryl M. Marshall
Eleanor Bonnie McCoy Scholarship
Louisa S. Bonnie '81
Detained
Save
Frederick Miller ’40 Memorial Scholarship for Excellence in Jewelry and Metals
John T. Schlundt
William Stearns ’64

John Paul Miller ’40 Foundation Design Scholarship
John T. Schlundt

Nellie Anliker Nottingham Scholarship for Female Students Excelling in Industrial Design
John and Susan Nottingham ’72 / --

Viktor Schreckengost ’29 Scholarships in Ceramics, Glass and Industrial Design (see gifts made in memory of Mel Rose ’40)

Joyce Seid ’77 Memorial Scholarship for Excellence in Photography
Laura Scott Hoffman
Anita Seid

Susan Lipman ’88 Award for Excellence in Illustration
Sharon Gordon Sheinbart ’68 and David Sheinbart

Julian and Barbara Stanczak ’54/’90 Scholarship
Ray L. Burggraf ’68
Barbara and Julian Stanczak ’90/’54

Daniel H. Straffon Memorial Scholarship
Jon and Rochelle Straffon
Peter and Cindy Straffon

Priscilla Thompson Memorial Scholarship
Mr. and Mrs. Nell L. Thompson

Frank Wilcox (1910) Memorial Prize
Douglas Hughes

Ralph W. Woehrman ’66 Scholarship in Drawing
Linda and Ralph Woehler ’66 / ’66

Mildred Williams Eynon Wooddell ’25 Scholarship
Darry and Lois Eynon

Eleanor A. and Jack D. Zipp Scholarship for Excellence in Glass
Boris and Olga Vayner
Brian and Martha Zipp
Tom and Amy Zipp

Organizational Matching Gifts
(number of gifts shown parenthetically)
Bank of America Foundation (1)
Boeing Company (1)
Dominion Foundation (1)
Donley’s Inc. (1)
Eaton Corporation (3)
Ernst & Young LLP (1)
Glenmede Trust Company (1)
Goldman Sachs Group Inc. (1)
Illinois Tool Works Foundation (1)
Intuit Foundation (1)
Key Foundation (2)
Libbey Inc. (1)
Lubrizol Corporation (1)
Marathon Oil Company Foundation (1)
Motorola Inc. (1)
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation (1)
Northern Trust Company (1)
The PNC Financial Services Group (1)
Preformed Line Products (1)
The Progressive Corporation (2)
Rockwell Automation (1)
Wells Fargo Community Support Campaign (1)

Gifts In Kind

Donations of Art Books and Publications
Alejandro Aguilera
Linda Arbuckle
Alexander Baluch
Blue House Group
Andrew Brase
Kathleen Bannon Cerveny ’69
Sarah R. Clague
The Cleveland Museum of Art
The Ingalls Library, The Cleveland Museum of Art
Cleveland Artists Foundation
Stuart Fink
Bernice and Zev Harel
John C. Harmon
Ciara Healy
Christopher K. Ho
Andrew Kelly
Marjorie McCullough
MOCA Cleveland
College of the Arts, Montclaire State University
Vernie Nethercut
Otis College of Art & Design
Marilyn Peters
Chris Ronayne
Judith Salomon
Nancy M. Stuart
Franny Taft
Ellen Teleha and Eleanor Maier
Kyle Todaro
Dan Tranberg
Larry Waldman
Robert L. Waldock
Eline Watson
Jason Yoh
Nan Zieleniec

Donations to Various Departments within the School
Altagracia Chavez
Barbara Chira
Anna Cotton
Mary Farrell
Golden Artist Colors, Inc.
Anne Helmeiche
Diane and John Jamison
Martl Katz
Hilda and Ernest Marcus
Ellen Stin Mavec
MMI Textiles, Inc.
Mona Phillips
Peta Soeseman
Mark Sudduth ’83
Teri Tomberg
Robert L. Waldock

In Honor Of

Beverly A. Abraham ’12
Hanson Services, Inc.

Elsie Louise K. Kres
George K. and Barbara K. Beach

Virginia Kimmich Beach ’27
George K. and Barbara K. Beach

Fran Belkin
Sam and Barry Gabel

William Brouillard
John M. Zajc, Jr. and Catherine Smythe Zajc

William Busta
Cleveland East and Cleveland West Alumnae Clubs of Pi Beta Phi Fraternity

Al Fishman’s Milestone Birthday (85)
In honor of his 85th birthday, gifts were directed to the Sallie Fishman Memorial Scholarship for Excellence in Sculpture
Morgan and Richard Domokos, Jr.
Paula Fishman and Jeffrey Sindelar
Bob and Pat Kahn
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Kahn
Ronda Moore
Beverly and Mark Oberst
Landon Schechter
Michelle Shapiro
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Strackman

Jonathan Frost’s Birthday
John and Jennifer Davis

Samantha Hanson ’10
Hanson Services, Inc.

John Paul Miller ’40
Dene Miller Alden ’67

Mr. and Mrs. Jackson K. Mowry
50th Anniversary
June M. Janson

Elise A. Newman
Margaret Sherman
2012 Nottingham-Spirk Creativity Competition
Richard L. Osborne

Grafton J. Nunes^ and Julia Breslin’s Wedding
Gretchen Gose^ and Mark Hartung
Don and Sally Messinger
Cristine C. Rom^ and Alan J. Rocke
Nina T. Williams^

Franny Taft^
Dene Miller Alden ’67

Asher Solomon White
Morgan and Richard Domokos, Jr.

Ellie and Grace Yacovella
Ryan Konikoff

In Memory Of

Henry Turner Bailey
Nina T. (Bailey) Williams ^

John W. Baird ’75
Kristin M. Baird

Patricia A. Brown ’66
David Stark

Brandon Cartellone ’13
MEMORIAL GIFTS TOWARD
A SCHOLARSHIP IN HIS NAME
Patrick Allen ’13
Jill and Josie Bollam
Mary Bradshaw and Marymount co-workers
Timothy and Melanie Brown
Camille Camarato
Rose Camarato
Lynn Cartellone
Design Interface Inc.
Savannah Eby ’13
Jennifer Coleman Ewelt, Adam Coleman, Chasa Coleman
Ms. Pat Garvin
Joe and Diana Machesky
Julie Robinson
Charles Van Scyoc

Anthony W. Eterovich ’38
MEMORIAL GIFTS TOWARD
A SCHOLARSHIP IN HIS NAME
Mrs. Anthony Eterovich
Karen Eterovich-Maguire
Janet Marcink
Frederick and Elizabeth Specht

Cynthia E. Eyre ’05
Mary Susan Davis

Frieda Feuer
Paula Fishman and Jeffrey Sindelar

Sallie Fishman on her Birthday
Paula Fishman

Maxeen Stone Flower ’76
Sabrina A. Inkley
Dr. and Mrs. Scott R. Inkley

Josiah B. Foster ’48
Marjorie Foster ’48

Joseph Garber
Paula Fishman and Jeffrey Sindelar

Clarke H. Garnsey ’47
Douglas Davidson
Laurie, John, Donna, Bill & Maggie Davidson

Aileen Hammer
Paula Fishman and Jeffrey Sindelar

Robert A. Hein ’49
Jeff and Mary Basch
Robert W. Hein
Joanne Mannino
Robert Marszalek
George Obloj
The Praehst Family
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Russ
Stuart and Marcia Spirio
Allan and Carol Tolchinsky
Chris and Margie Virgo

Bernice Krivinsky
Jodi and Scott Schumann

Sharon Lynn Kumin
Donald Kumin

Paul Lipman
Sharon Gordon Sheinbart ’68 and David Sheinbart

Andrew P. Love
C.F. and Lori Hocevar
Kenneth and Anne Love

Daniel McCarthy
Paula Fishman and Jeffrey Sindelar

Marjorie K. Miles ’43
Christopher and Maryellen Aland
Russell and Lisa Brohl
Capsonic Group LLC
Lenore and Rebecca Cronlund
Ronald and Lucrezia Emery
Mr. and Mrs. Edward P. Mazak
REM Sales and Associates, Inc
Paul and Kathleen Tomick

Norma Ols
Susan Bender
Morgan and Richard Domokos, Jr.
The Garber Family
William Jones

Christopher D. Ritchey ’06
MEMORIAL GIFTS TOWARD A SCHOLARSHIP IN HIS NAME
Matt Adkins
James and Nikki Ritchey Beres, and Ernest and Loraine Ritchey
David Cotton
Paul Elliott

Melvin M. Rose ’40
MEMORIAL GIFTS WERE DIRECTED BY HIS FAMILY TOWARD THE VIKTOR SCHRECKENGOST ’29 AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE
Lucy Beattie
Delia Cappel
Michael and Helen Casella

Carolyn Grossman
Mr. and Mrs. Philmore J. Hart
Susan Hexter
Pamela Jacobson
William R. Joseph
Elaine and Joseph Kiszvardai
Barbara Bissett Kitchen
Helen Libens ’93
Ellen McCarthy and Charles Howell
John Paul Miller ’40
Allan and Barbara Peskin
Carol Ritchun
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Rothschild
St. Clair Superior Development Corporation
Hugh and Anne Wilson
Kim and Sally Zarney ’71 / --

Roy C. Scott
Laura Scott Hoffman
Anita Seid

Howard Siegal
Paula Fishman and Jeffrey Sindelar

Bernard C. Specht ’43
Frederick and Elizabeth Specht

Andrea J. Taratoot ’98
Gerry Taratoot

Kenneth J. Torda ’61
Lee Torda

Samuel G. Weiner ’40
Sarah Weiner

Roslyne V. Wilson
Alma Carlson ’86

Marc A. Wyse
Jodi and Scott Schumann

Michael H. Young ’71
MEMORIAL GIFTS TOWARD
A SCHOLARSHIP IN HIS NAME
Mark and Susan Bishop
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel C. Bishop
Bruce A. Claxton ’71
Kris Tapie Fay ’71
Jane V.H. Ferdinand ’71
Joseph Giacofci
Jack Lew ’71
Linda Nintcheff ’71
Diane G. Papay ’71
Cecilia Zupancic
Heritage Circle Honor Roll
Established in 1982, the Heritage Circle recognizes those individuals who make an investment in the future of the Cleveland Institute of Art through a bequest, gift annuity, or other planned gift arrangement. These special gifts sustain the Institute’s reputation for excellence and enhance the quality of its artistic and academic programs.

Anonymous (13)
Carol Adams ’70
Richard M. and Dene Miller Alden ’67
Jane H. Alexander ’48
Jean E. Appleby and David Edelstein
Jack J. Benvenuto ’66
Donald P. Bins ’66
Ruth Gedeon Boza ’44
Peter Paedra Bramhall ’70
Gary Bukovnik ’71
Barbara Smith Carlson ’51
Bonnie and Michael Cole
Caroline “Drew” Davenport ’89
George* and Becky Dunn
Ruth Richards Dunn ’34
Merle Edelman ’52
Susan Hanna and Marvin Feldstein
James P. Grigg
Margaret Ann Gudbranson
William Harper ’67
Patricia Heinke ’55
Jean Combes Hines ’46
Jeannette Ho ’96
Robert J. Jergens ’60
William R. Joseph
Etole and Julian Kahan ’56 / --
Gloria and David Kahan
Ray Kowalski ’57
Fredrick S. Lamb
Carolyn Lampl
Jeffrey Longhofer and Jerry E. Floersch
Joan Cometti McConnell ’53
Dr.* and Mrs. Rocco L. Motto
Caroline G. Oberndorf
Laura Ospanik ’80 and Stephen Robbins
the Pearce Project
Rich Petruska
Steven Albert Ramsey ’83
Kim Sherwin
Joy Elaine Sweeney ’58
Charles S. Tramontana ’64
Jennifer L. Tucker ’88
Clare R. Walker
Sue Wall
Georgianne Grande Wanous ’66
Cydnee Weingart ’73
Marilyn J. White ’57
Trudy and Steven R. Wiesenberger
Pauline E. Woodin ’52
Anna and Emma Yarlekovich -- /’48
Steven A. Zilber
Peter A. Zorn, Jr. ’65

Heritage Circle Memorial Roll
Anonymous (3)
Elaine E. and Robert M. Anderson ’48
Paul K. Apkarian ’59
Ernest W. Bako ’48
Charles Lang Berggren
Clara Rust Bringham
Helen E. Brown
Barbara K. Buddenhagen
Rudolph E. Bundas ’33
Mary M. Chatman
Helen C. Cole
Ruth M. Danis ’35 Trust
Barry Lewis Duncan ’45
Edris Eckhardt ’31
Elizabeth Whitney Evans
Jane Iglauer Fallon ’36
Helen Louise Fitz-Gerald ’70
Phoebe Florio
Maxeen and John A. Flower ’76 / --
Ted Frost ’88
Brenda K. Fuchs ’82
Ellen Gams
Marjorie Godin
Sybil J. Gould ’31
Dorothy Turobinski Grauer
Gertrude Hornung
Michael S. Horvath and
Martha A. Horvath -- /’54
Laura A. Hugus
Jane E. Hunter
Frank H. Hurley
Elizabeth Cisby Jones ’31
Dr. Louis D. Kacaloff
Florence K. Kelley
E. Jane Kime ’31
Irene Kissel ’27
Ruth G. Klein ’34
Frances Wise Lang
Muriel H. Lehr ’29
Norma M. Levy ’35
Theresa Smotzer Lind ’35
Norman H. Lonz ’47
Dolores L. Luckay ’36
Zella Eckels Marggraf ’44 Trust
Malcolm McBride
William M. McVey ’28
Francis J. Meyers ’51
Mary Moon
Florine E. Nicodemus ’25
Dorothea E. Niebes ’37
Joseph Oros, Jr. ’39
Irma A. Pauli
Miriam Peck ’33
Helen Greene Perry
Caroline S. Potter
Louise B. Price ’40
Nancy R. Ranney
Matilda H. Rovtar Trust
Arthur H. Sahagian ’47
Charles L. Sallee, Jr. ’38
Stuart B. Schaffner
Hazel Haynes Schmitkons ’61
Viktor Schreckengost ’29
Laura V. Shapero
Glenn M. and Elsa V. Shaw -- /1913
Edith Smith
Marion H. Spiller
Herbert H. Starkey ’48
Rolf and Maria Stoll
Frank E. Taplin, Jr.
Lockwood Thompson
Carol H. Tildes ’29
Frances R. Trawick ’33
Mary Louise Vail
Mary L. Ward ’31
William E. Ward ’47
Annette R. Watson ’29
Helen P. White
Herbert A. White
Margaret Fox White ’28
Jack White ’66
Odette and Paul Wurzburger
Emily M. Yaandle ’30
Frederick H. Yehl ’47

Support Through CSU
In recognition of the mutually beneficial educational relationship between Cleveland State University (CSU) and the Cleveland Institute of Art — as evidenced through academic support, student and faculty advancement and enrichment, as well as various discounts — CSU disbursed funds to CIA that the State of Ohio had previously appropriated to the University for capital construction at the Institute. Specifically, these funds were used toward renovation of CIA’s Joseph McCullough Center for the Visual Arts and construction of a new building to the west of the McCullough Building and connected to it.
Thank You and Welcome

During the 2011-2012 fiscal year the Cleveland Institute of Art welcomed four individuals to its board of directors: Toby Devan Lewis, who returned to the board after a brief hiatus, having served previously for 18 years; Carey L. Spencer and Peter van Dijk, both of whom returned after serving stints on the advisory board; and Cynthia Prior Gascoigne, who joined the board for the first time.

We look forward to benefitting from their insights and involvement.

Gary R. Johnson left the board after 20 years of dedicated service, including 10 years as a vice chair and eight years as board chair. In recognition of his strong leadership and commitment to CIA, he was named director emeritus in March 2012 when Michael Schwartz succeeded him as board chair.

Peter Guren stepped down from the board and Thomas A. Schiltz stepped down from the advisory board. We are most grateful to both of them for their generosity and service.

Sadly, Myron Krotinger, who ably served CIA as a board member and director emeritus for more than 25 years, passed away in January 2012. He will be missed.

It is the policy of CIA to provide equal employment and advancement opportunities to all applicants, candidates, employees, and faculty. We do not discriminate in employment opportunities or practices on the basis of gender, sexual orientation, race, color, religion, national origin, age, mental or physical disability if basic job qualifications are met, veteran status, or any other characteristic protected by law.
Mission Statement
To nurture the intellectual, artistic and professional development of students and community members through rigorous visual arts and design education.

Portrait of a College of Art and Design
One of the nation’s premier colleges of art and design, the Cleveland Institute of Art combines a strong foundation in visual art theory with solid instruction in the liberal arts, unmatched studio experience, and opportunities for practical application of skills and knowledge through sponsored projects and internships. Our curriculum fosters critical thinking, problem solving and risk taking and prepares the next generation of artists and designers to improve our society and enrich our culture.

Founded in 1882, CIA is accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools and the National Association of Schools of Art and Design and is a member of the Association of Independent Colleges of Art and Design.

We extend our programs to the public through gallery exhibitions, lectures, a continuing education program for adults and children, and the Cleveland Institute of Art Cinematheque, an art and independent film program.